
ACTS ON OFFER 
 

Hula Hoops - (5.5 min) Kaluza brings her own unique b-girl style to 
this high energy show stopper that features “one woman and 50 hula 
hoops!” 
 

The Coat - (6-7 min)This act features classic coat exchanges, 
followed by a four armed illusion and a rhythmic finale. 
          
Spit for Spat - (4-7 min) Expect the unexpected in this musical 
number that starts simple and evolves. Features beatbox and body 
percussion. May be presented as two shorter acts or one longer one. 
 

Wacrobatics - (4.5 min) Comedy partner acrobatics act with surprise 
ending! 
 

Who’s Your Dummy? - (4-7 min) Faux ventriloquist act with 
ridiculous one liners, snarky zingers and biting political satire.  
 

Cassy Nova – (4 min) Is it getting cold in here? Time to turn up the 
heat with this hilarious reverse strip tease. 
 

Tenderly - (4 min) and Sentimental Mood - (5 min) -  Two jazzy 
numbers, one featuring a fabulous diva songstress and her ridiculous 
dance partner, the other featuring a multi-harmonica, romantic take 
on a Duke Ellington classic. 
 

Knife Juggling - (6-7 min) Things get dangerous, when Coventry & 
Kaluza attempt to juggle six knives around a volunteer. Good thing 
the volunteer is holding seven balloons to keep them safe! 
 

The Waiter - (3-8min) Perfect for dinner theater or circus cabarets, in 
this act Coventry juggles tomatoes, plates and balances on a wine 
bottle and cutting board. Can optionally feature volunteers holding 
spinning plates. 
 

Plates and Loops - (6-7 min) Coventry & Kaluza live loop bass, 
chord, and chromatic harmonicas while getting help from volunteers 
to spin plates and create a fantastic finish. 
 



Bucket Heads – (4 min) Expressive mask work comments on finding 
connection in the new mobile era of technology. 
 

Clown Soup -  (10min) “Some people say food puns are low 
comedy, but I think they are arty-jokes!” In this hilarious faux cooking 
act,  Coventry and Kaluza single handedly revive the art of the one 
liner and rim shot comedy. Packed with food puns, absurdity and 
custom material for your event, this act builds towards a volunteer 
climax that will sure to satisfy your comedy cravings. 
 

HarmoniCar - (5-6min) A musical journey of a day in the life of a man 
with a harmonica stuck in his mouth.  
 

It Takes One To Tango - (4min) Kaluza’s dramatic rendition of a 
black/white duet with herself. 
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